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Zen Buddhism is often said to be a practice of mind-to-mind transmission without reliance on
texts --in fact, some great teachers forbid their students to read or write. But Buddhism has also
inspired some of the greatest philosophical writings of any religion, and two such works lie at the
center of Zen: The Heart Sutra, which monks recite all over the world, and The Diamond Sutra,
said to contain answers to all questions of delusion and dualism. This is the Buddhist teaching
on the perfection of wisdom and cuts through all obstacles on the path of practice. As Red Pine
explains: The Diamond Sutra may look like a book, but it's really the body of the Buddha. It's also
your body, my body, all possible bodies. But it's a body with nothing inside and nothing outside. It
doesn't exist in space or time. Nor is it a construct of the mind. It's no mind. And yet because it's
no mind, it has room for compassion. This book is the offering of no mind, born of compassion
for all suffering beings. Of all the sutras that teach this teaching, this is the diamond.

Winner of the 2018 Thornton Wilder Prize for TranslationAbout the AuthorBill Porter (aka "Red
Pine") is widely recognized as one of the world's preeminent translators of Chinese poetry and
religious texts; he assumes the pen name "Red Pine" for his translations.Writing as Red Pine, he
was the first translator to ever translate the entirety of Han-shan's oeurve into English, published
as The Collected Songs of Cold Mountain. Red Pine was also the first to translate into English
the entirely of The Poems of the Masters. He has also translated several of the major Buddhist
sutras, including the Heart Sutra, Diamond Sutra, and Platform Sutra.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Page 56 is not included
in this sample.

The Lotus Sutra: A Contemporary Translation of a Buddhist Classic The Zen Teaching of
Bodhidharma (English and Chinese Edition) The Other Shore: A New Translation of the Heart
Sutra with Commentaries The Tibetan Book of the Dead: First Complete Translation (Penguin
Classics Deluxe Edition)
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Herman, “Buy it , don’t listen to the bad reviews .. It’s a great book ! I read the reviews . So I
bought it . They were all right . It is a little over explained but it’s a good thing that way , you really
do understand the body body of the Buddha .”

Preston Davis, “Diamond Sutra. Coming from the point of view of the Tibetan tradition, there's
often a dearth of study of actual sutras, at least where I come from. And in my experience,
reading sutras can sometimes be a little dry. Red Pine's translation, and his commentary were
lively, and actually made me want to keep reading chapter after chapter. Obviously he has done
a lot of work on this text, and as someone who has a little experience in academia in this area, I
appreciated his thoroughness of citing sources and text discrepancies. His quotes from masters
in his commentary were priceless, as was his own interpretation (for the most part). I didn't
always agree 100% of where he took his own personal commentary on some chapters, but
reasonable people can disagree on things, so it wasn't a major issue for me. I gave this four stars
because I felt his citation of masters was a little too limited for my taste; I'm biased, I wanted to
see some Tibetan masters (past or present) quoted. I really appreciated the Indian masters
cited, as I am familiar with them from my own Tibetan tradition. And I realize Red Pine obviously
is primarily trained in the Zen tradition, so I understand that's where his focus is. But, if he reads
this, include some Tibetan masters next time, Red Pine!”

Susan Crosswait, “Excellent scholarship and translation.. Very thorough commentary explaining
different translations.  Excellent scholarship.”

Bradley S. Warner, “Great and Informative Translation. The Diamond Sutra is one of the most
important sutras in the Zen tradition, and in Buddhism in general. Red Pine's translation is
readable and his commentary is thorough.”

Bodhidharma, “Very well organized, useful to include multiple commentaries. The translation is
very readable, and the commentary opens up the text quite well. Being able to get various
perspectives from previous commentaries is especially helpful. I skipped the 'textual notes'
sections and they are printed in smaller font as I suspect most will not be interested in such
detail, but it's there for those who do.”

AndrewT, “The Diamond Cutter. The amount of work that Red Pine must have put into this is
staggering. The Diamond Sutra is about 30 pages long, but he spends 400 pages breaking the
Sutra down and making it accessible. There are many stories from Zen masters and their
interpretations of each chapter. This wouldn't be the first book on Buddhism I would dive into
however. The sutra itself can be hard to understand, and requires a lot of contemplation on what
it means. It is a book I believe I will come back to later in life as I felt quite a bit of it was over my



head. For the price, it has an immense amount of information, and perhaps the power to free
you from your misconceptions on life.”

2crow, “To Bodhisattva or not to Bodhisattva? That is the question!. This is the most lucid
exegesis of the corner stone sutra of Zen Buddhism that I have read. Red Pine has untangled
much of the complicated history and the commentaries on the commentaries which can be as
mind boggling as the Sutra itself; which simply states that, we can hold no, absolutely no
arbitrary conceptions of reality. For this book, Red Pine deserves a multiverse of merit, which is
no merit, and seat at the table of any gathering of Bodhisattvas, which are no Bodhisattvas.”

Matt Jenkins, “Another Great Red Pine Translation. The Diamond Sutra, along with 
  
The Heart Sutra

  
  
(also available translated by Red Pine), are arguably the two most popular works of the
Prajnaparamita group of Sutras. Indeed they are among the most popular Sutras within the
Mahayana cannon as a whole.I own a number of copies of the Diamond Sutra but this is my
favourite. It is certainly the one I come back to the most. Red Pine, an award winning translator,
always seems to take great care and give a good deal of thought to all his translations. I certainly
value all the works of his that I own. I don't think that any translation of a text can be considered
definitive but I think this one may come as close as any translation can.Unlike most English
translations of the Diamond Sutra, which are typically based on a single text, Red Pine has
consulted a wide range of source texts. The texts consulted were the Sanskrit texts of Muller and
Conze; two incomplete editions (the Stein and Gilgit editions); six Chinese translations and
Tibetan and Khotanese translations. The result is an excellent rendering of the text. Included
within the commentary is a comprehensive list of variant readings from the various sources
used, for those who are interested. For those who are specifically after a translation of
Kumarajiva's text, which is probably the most widely used single source for translations of the
Diamond Sutra, I recommend 
  
Describing the Indescribable: A Commentary of the Diamond Sutra



  
  
. Red Pine does, however, include Kumarajiva's variations, as this is one of the six Chinese
translations consulted for this edition.Not only do I like the translation of the core text but I find
the introduction, extensive commentaries and glossary extremely helpful and interesting too.
The commentary draws on the work of a number of Buddhist commentators on the Sutra,
including Hui-neng (638-713), the sixth patriarch of Zen, who produced one of the most
influential commentaries on the Diamond Sutra. In 
  
The Platform Sutra: The ZEN Teaching of Hui-Neng

  
  
(Hui-neng's most well known work, which is also available in a fine translation by Red Pine),
Hui-neng relates how it was upon first hearing this Sutra that he first left home and it was upon
hearing this Sutra that he later became enlightened.An excellent work. Thank you Red Pine.”

L Dethridge, “A concise book covering an often misunderstood Sutra. A great overview of the
intricacies of the Diamond Sutra. Whilst the title is suitable for all levels, it will, by its very nature,
require some dedicated study.”

Deimante, “Very good. Very good and written very well.”

Tao, “Like all of Red Pines translations a great read. Like all of Red Pines translations a great
read, essential Diamond...read it  this and his Heart Sutra essential reading”



The book by Jamgon Kongtrul has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 227 people have provided feedback.
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